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Ever since the dawn of biology, scientists have harnessed biodiversity to
discover life’s fundamental biological processes and mechanisms. Mendel
discovered the laws of genetics by studying peas, and Darwin got insights on
how natural selection works through the study of pigeons. Frogs and
chickens facilitated great advances in embryology, and the ‘‘one gene,
one enzyme’’ hypothesis was formulated through studying the bread mold
Neurospora crassa. Similarly, the gene responsible for the human metabolic
disease alkaptonuria, Garrod’s first inborn error of metabolism, was discovered studying the mold Aspergillus nidulans, and the discovery that RNA has
catalytic, in addition to replicative, functions was made by studying the
ciliated protist Tetrahymena.
In recent years, the advent of high-throughput sequencing technologies has
revolutionized the study of organismal and molecular diversity, and of the
mechanisms and processes that have given rise to it. This issue is dedicated
to reviews on the latest advances in the making of biodiversity, with special
emphasis on organisms that have traditionally been invisible or difficult to
study, on important biological processes that have for some reason or other
until recently been neglected, and on approaches that aim to integrate
knowledge from life’s diversity to advance understanding of the evolutionary process as well as of the human condition.

New perspectives on life’s organismal and molecular
diversity
Life, at least as we know it, would be impossible without microbes. It is thus
surprising to think that, only in the last decade or so, have we truly begun to
explore microbial diversity. As Gibbons and Gilbert discuss, the millions of
microbial ‘‘species’’ so far identified through sequencing form distinct
ecological communities in coordination with, as well as in response to,
specific environments and conditions. The outcome of this interplay across
time and space is that microbes end up engineering their environments, an
attribute that could be harnessed to improve human health or even Earth’s
atmosphere.
What’s true of microbes is also true of proteins—it’s hard to imagine life
without them. And yet, most proteins’ functions remain unknown or
hypothetical. One intriguing approach is to consider life’s proteins as a
language whose grammar and syntax are still being deciphered; if protein
domains are its words, what rules can be inferred from studying the
repertoire of protein domain architectures found in life’s genomes? As
Scaiewicz and Levitt discuss, examining the ever-increasing amount of
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consequences of polyploidy, from the
genomic to the macroevolutionary levels.
Using museum specimens as a source of
biodiversity data, she is addressing the
response of plant communities to climate
change and developing tools to integrate
specimen data with phylogenies, genetics,
and computational resources.

genome sequence data has led to a nearly full catalogue of the words
(domains) that make up the protein language, but we are still learning a
great deal about its sentences; the number of protein domain combinations is
increasing on par with the number of protein sequences. This likely reflects
the functional versatility that many protein domains exhibit as well as the
speed with which evolutionary mechanisms can generate novel architectures.
Another, complementary, approach to understanding protein function and
evolution is to examine families of protein domains that are the exception
rather than the rule. Das, Dawson and Orengo focus on that 7% of unusually
structurally and functionally diverse domain superfamilies and summarize
the several different molecular mechanisms by which diversity can arise.
Importantly, as these mechanisms appear to generate functional diversity
through altering the domains’ ligands, their substrates or their contexts but
not the underlying chemistry, general functions can be inferred even for
domains from the most diverse superfamilies.
A great illustration of how diversity in protein domain architecture translates
to biological diversity is offered by Wang, Sivonen and Fewer’s review on
polyketide synthases (PKSs) and nonribosomal peptide synthases (NRPSs),
families of biosynthetic enzymes that are key to producing an amazing
variety of secondary metabolites. Sleuthing the diversity of life’s genomes
for secondary metabolic pathways is revealing a large amount of hidden
diversity in domain architecture that not only challenges existing paradigms
of PKS and NRPS biosynthesis but also provides a wonderful new source of
candidate drugs.

The making of biodiversity
Genome sequences are superb markers of diversity and rich archives of
history and function, so it is hardly surprising that they are leading the way to
advance understanding of the drivers of biodiversity. As Hittinger and
colleagues discuss, the remarkable range of ecologies that yeasts exhibit
is associated with metabolic diversity. Although the genomics of most yeast
biodiversity remains unexplored, a slew of projects aimed at dramatically
increasing the genomic sampling of yeast populations and species, coupled
with the wealth of knowledge on many aspects of yeast metabolism and the
availability of unparalleled genetic dissection tools, promise to create a
superb model lineage for studying the evolution of eukaryotic biodiversity.
Genomes are also paving the way toward understanding the patterns and
processes that underlie the evolutionary diversification of animals, the topic
reviewed by Dunn and Ryan. Efforts to gain insights into the genetic drivers
of animal diversification have been perennially derailed by (scientifically
unfounded) expectations that early-branching lineages should be the least
genomically and phenotypically complex and that our lineage, the vertebrates, should be the most genomically and phenotypically complex. These
expectations are finally giving way to a more nuanced understanding of the
relationship between genotype and phenotype, as Simonti and Capra discuss
in their review on the evolution of the human genome. This is largely due to
the increasing appreciation of the contribution of genetic regulatory mechanisms in generating phenotypic diversity as well as to the advent of several
transformative sequencing-based technologies for the genome-wide identification of different types of genetic elements that modulate gene expression.
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Perhaps the greatest advances in our understanding of the
genetic drivers of biodiversity have been made by studying lifestyles related to human affairs, such as pathogenic
and domesticated ones. As Leckenby and Hall argue,
genome evolution of eukaryotic pathogens and parasites
that infect animals is characterized by gene family expansion, gene loss and episodes of genomic rearrangement. All these processes are also at play in fungi and
oomycetes that have independently evolved into plant
parasites, as described by Dong, Raffaele and
Kamoun. Intriguingly, the genomes of these plant parasites have both gene-dense, repeat-poor regions that
contain housekeeping genes as well as gene-sparse, repeat-rich regions that contain virulence factors. The two
types of regions differ dramatically in their rates of
evolutionary change, raising the hypothesis that such
‘‘two-speed’’ genome architectures may have been adaptive for survival following frequent jumps between hosts.
Whereas filamentous plant parasites have genomes that
are bigger than their free-living relatives (Dong, Raffaele
and Kamoun), the genomes of domesticated microbes
discussed by Gibbons and Rinker bear several hallmarks
of genomic specialization. There is more than one path to
this genomic specialization, however, as it sometimes
stems from the pseudogenization or loss of metabolic
genes and pathways and other times through their selective acquisition or retention through hybridization or
horizontal gene transfer.

The mechanisms of genome evolution
Genomic comparisons across the tree of life, such as those
described in the reviews of this volume, show abundant
evidence that several different processes such as hybridization, horizontal gene transfer, genomic rearrangement,
gene loss and pseudogenization sculpt genome evolution.
But arguably the most important source of gene innovation is gene duplication.
A special, but particularly influential, case of gene duplication is whole-genome duplication. As discussed by
Soltis, Marchant, Van de Peer and Soltis, whole-genome
duplications or polyploidization events have had a huge
impact on plant genome evolution, yet what follows these
wholesale doublings or multiplications of entire genomes
is only beginning to be understood. Insights obtained
from characterization of the genetic changes in genomes
that recently became polyploid might be key for devising
strategies to detect the weak signals left by polyploidization events that transpired deeper in the past. Scanlon,
Fowler and Freeling focus on the non-random patterns of
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loss of genes duplicated during polyploidization; because
the genes retained tend to encode proteins with regulatory functions, the authors provocatively argue that they
inadvertently ‘‘drive’’ genome evolution toward increased regulatory complexity.
Polyploidy is one explanation for the remarkable differences in the sizes of plant genomes; the other one is
repeat content. As discussed by Dodsworth, Leitch and
Leitch, repeats have a profound impact on gene evolution, both through their influence on the regulation of
nearby genes as well as through elevating mutational rates
associated with gene copy number and structural variation. Repeat content, especially in the form of transposable elements, might have also been the underlying cause
for the evolution of epigenetic mechanisms in eukaryotes.
As argued by Maurer-Alcalá and Katz, these epigenetic
mechanisms were subsequently coopted in other genomic
functions and are a major contributor to the remarkable
diversity of regulatory landscapes observed across eukaryotes.
Although the bulk of insights into the mechanisms of
genome evolution stems from comparative studies,
Jerison and Desai cogently argue why laboratory microbial evolution experiments coupled with high-throughput
sequencing can be a powerful complementary approach
to understanding the mechanisms of genome evolution.
Using epistasis, in which the fitness effects of mutations
are background-dependent, as an example, they provide
several striking examples of how a given mutation
potentiates or precludes subsequent ones in a gene,
pathway or the genome.

Utilizing evolution to understand human
disease
Aside from their intrinsic value for describing and understanding life’s diversity and the mechanisms that give rise
to it, genome comparisons are also proving invaluable for
understanding human disease. As discussed by McWhite,
Liebeskind and Marcotte, identification of conserved
genetic networks can be exploited to identify non-obvious models of human disease and new disease gene
candidates; conversely, lack of conservation at the genetic
level can be invaluable in avoiding inferences based on
phenotypic conservation. As technologies for sequencing
and functionally testing genomes continue to expand
their reach beyond a few model systems, so will biodiversity’s potential to improve out understanding of the
processes and mechanisms that give rise to life, humanity
and disease.
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